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Case for change

Not a lot new to say. Been said many times

• Current delivery and planning system is disjointed and fragmented
• Ever present financial disaster scenarios
•  Ever heightened squeeze on Adult Services (immediate consequences), and now for the 

foreseeable future PH (downstream consequences)
• Exacerbates the not so tight squeeze on NHS, but still tight enough
• Workforce in primary care pushed. Nobody quite sure where breaking point is, but…
• Same issues in mental health, community care and hospital systems
•  Certainly hospitals posting increasingly gloomy financial forecasts – and in the current 

system they have incentive to “trade their way out of a deficit” – this is not sustainable from a 
commissioner or community service perspective

•  The losers in such a scenario will be community services and prevention etc – the usual 
suspects. This makes “care closer to home” and “prioritising prevention” even more rhetorical 
considerations than they currently are

•  In a world where everything is exceedingly tight financially – there is a danger all parties will 
revert to “what’s in their contract” – which is usually vaguely defined

Thus something else needed

What’s plan B please?

The end 


